
TOUGHER 
THAN A 
CANADIAN 
WINTER

DRIVE SLOWER AND GET JOBS 
DONE QUICKER. 
Expand a box plow into a straight 
blade, or any desired angle 
in between. The VAW offers 
maximum efficiency for wind 
rowing and clean up. Floating side 
edges reduce wear. Since this is a 
trip edge blade, you will hold your 
load even when the blade hits 
something. Less passes, less fuel, 
less wear, less time on the job site -  
It makes cents - If you aren’t using 
the ARCTIC VAW, you are wasting 
time and money!

HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED SIDE 
WINGS
can be used anywhere between 0-90 
degrees

4 ADJUSTABLE  
COMPRESSION SPRINGS
to compensate for rough  
plowing terrain

HOT-DIPPED 
GALVANIZED  
STEEL FRAME
provides added 
resistance to abrasion, 
water and rust, making 
our plows virtually 
maintenance free

DOUBLE ACTING WING 
CYLINDERS

for infinite control DOUBLE LIFT 
CHAINS
for extra lift 
strength and safety

GREASABLE  CENTER HINGE

FLOATING POLY SIDE CUTTING 
EDGES
for better clean up. Long lasting 
and replaceable

3/8 POLYETHYLENE MOLD BOARD
throws snow further and faster. UV inhibitor 
keeps blade from fading. No paint to peel, or 
rust to paint over. 

VAW
VARIABLE ATTACK WING  

WING HOSES 
routed high for 

protection



M3593-WING SERIES HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT
Uses a 2” x  6” lift cylinder offering proven performance and 
reliability. Standard operating pressures are 2200 psi and the 
crossover relief valves are set to 3000 psi.

VAW  
  VARIABLE ATTACK WING 

QUIK*LINK® is a registered trade-mark of Arctic Equipment Manufacturing Corporation.
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Vehicles intended to be equipped with Arctic equipment must comply with the vehicle manufacturers’ specifications for equipment application.  
Please consult your vehicle dealer before purchase and installation. The purchaser assumes all vehicle risk associated with the attachment and operation of Arctic equipment.

HANDHELD  
CONTROLLER  

This controller has 9 rubber-
faced, backlit buttons,  
with a float light in the 
middle. 8 second timeout 
protects vehicle charging 
system.

*Does not include mounting kit

Arctic reserves the right to change specifications without prior notification

QUIK*LINK® IV MOUNTING SYSTEM
Features an adjustable jack stand. Our mounting system 
allows you to remove the entire plow assembly as a single 
unit. Arctic’s QUIK*LINK IV system uses a spring loaded 
locking bar to disconnect both pins at once. This means 
everything is done from the drivers side.

VAW Specifications

Plow Name Variable Attack Wing

Blade Height 29”

Complete Weight * 898 lbs

Skin Blade Material 3/8” Poly | 12 ga Stainless Steel

Plowing Width at Full 
Angle 

109”

Blade Width 98.5”(boxed) - 123”(open)

Deflector Curved (Standard)

Wear Shoe  Standard

Cutting Edge 1/2”x 6” Hardened Steel 

Warranty 2 Years

Lights Low Profile Quad (standard)


